ACRES FOR AUROVILLE Land Campaign
24th November 2022 – Sri Aurobindo’s “Siddhi” Day

Path in the newly-created Garden of the Unexpected in the Matrimandir Oval

« The coming of a spiritual age must be preceded by the appearance of an increasing number of individuals who are no longer satisfied with the normal intellectual, vital and physical existence of man, but perceive that a greater evolution is the real goal of humanity and attempt to effect it in themselves. » Sri Aurobindo

Auroville was created to be a first pathway towards a spiritual future, inspired by Sri Aurobindo’s evolutionary vision of a « progressing universal harmony ». The Mother stated « We are here to prepare the way for the new creation » which would be a truer and more harmonious one. And she announced that « Auroville is the place where this new way of living is being worked out ».

But because the way forward is « a completely new road », The Mother called it the « Great Adventure » inviting our participation in building this pioneering path. And since the achievement will be progressive, we’re invited in for the long haul - advancing step by precious, often difficult step!

Sri Aurobindo wrote: « the individuals who will most help the future of humanity in the new age will be those who will recognise a spiritual evolution as the destiny and therefore the great need » because « a total spiritual direction given to the whole life and the whole nature can alone lift humanity beyond itself. »

AUROVILLE IS THE PLACE FOR BUILDING THIS PIONEERING PATH!
LETS BUY THE STILL-MISSING LAND FOR ITS NEEDED PHYSICAL BASE!!

Please specify your donations for “ACRES FOR AUROVILLE” via check, bank transfer or online.
Donating & Tax Deductibility information: https://land.auroville.org/new-banking-information/
News, videos, and land information: www.land.auroville.org  Contact: ifau@auroville.org.in


Acres for Auroville is a collaboration of Auroville International & Lands for Auroville Unified